ARTEE- EZ CIRCULAR
ARTEE elections for the year 2017-19 are over and the new zonal-committee took over charge on 18/10/17. We
extend our sincere thanks to the members for their co-operation in the election under the observation of Prasar
Bharati representative. ARTEE, being the largest association of media employees in the world, has always set
examples for its endeavour to protect the interest of the public service broadcasting, to make way for achieving
new goals in the world of media and to fight for welfare of its members.
We shall try to address the issues for improving the career of subordinate engineering cadres. Final settlement of
25.02.99 order, opening promotional channels in all cadres, implementation of ACP schemes for all cadres and
closer of LPTs are the burning issues at present day.
Success of each & every step in any issue will depend upon the stamina of combined efforts by the members
irrespective of their designations, seniority or religion and the strength of the association depends upon the
capabilities to move as a united force, keeping the interests of employees above any other issues. We are
confident that our association, being the mother of its thousands of members, can protect us with our dedication
to fight for the welfare of the employees. Let us all make united efforts to achieve our goals.
We are glad to publish the details of the elected ARTEE EZ committee members...
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1.

VICE PRESIDENT

RANAJIT MAITRA

DDK KOLKATA

9143012540
8017300313

vpezartee@gmail.com

2.

AGS AIR

ABHIJIT ROY

AIR CHINSURAH

9433033259

aviji_roy@rediffmail.com

3.

AGS TV

U.K. SHUKLA

HPT JAMSHEDPUR

7903882619

agstvarteeez@gmail.com

4.

JT. SECRETARY
EA/SEA

AJOY KUMAR
DAS

DDK KOLKATA

9432310434

ajoydas67@gmail.com

5.

JT. SECRETARY
TECH/SR. TECH

PRAMOD
KUMAR SINGH

OFFICE OF CE(EZ)
KOLKATA

8910583737

pks20061977@gmail.com

6.

STATE SECRETARY
W.B.

ARUP CHANDRA
SINHA

AIR SANTINIKETAN

9477425250

arupsinha64@ gmail.com

7.

STATE SECRETARY
BIHAR

SANTOSH
KUMAR SINHA

DDK PATNA

9431033885

sinhasantoshkumar@
yahoo.com

8.

STATE SECRETARY
JHARKHAND

C.B. SUKLA

LPT MUSABANI

9835332191

ssjharkhandarteeez@
gmail.com

9.

STATE SECRETARY
ORISSA

BASUDEB
HEMBROM

DDK
BHUBANESWAR

94377564193 basu_hembram@
rediffmail.com
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